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8 .  introduction 

In a recent work' %e  have deacribed [he ;~pplicatiori of u certain mash for the enhance- 
ment of spatial coherence In the h r  field of a partially coherent source. The mask used 
was the decoding mask of coded apertare iniaging of X-ray wurces and X-ray illumi- 
nated objects d i e d  the uniformly redundant array (uRA)'. The URA. lihe other codes of 
X-ray imaging, has a sharp autocorrelation. It is this propert! of U R A  that 1s utilized in 
the reported work of coherence enhancement. For, the sharp autocorrelation of the mask 
results in a flat and uniform power spectral density on Fourier 11-ansformation. Employ- 
ing Van Cittert-Zernike theorem it is easy to see that the sharp autocorrelat~on of the 
UR.4 also results in a ilat and un~form mutual intensity in the far field of the source 
masked by the URA. The main rzsuirs oF the work reported in Boopxhi er a/ . '  are: (i) 
The mutual intensity in the far field is gxven by the Fourier t r an fo rm of the auiocorre- 
lation of the mask weighted by the correlation function of the input source. (ii) As the 
correlation length of the input source is increased from 1 = 100 pm the mutual intensity 
in the far field increased correspondingiy until it asymptoticaiiy approached its coherent 
iirnit of unity for the input correiation length o f / "  800 pm. ( i i i )  Even for very low cor- 
relation lengths of the starting source ( I  = 100 pin) the effect of the musk in enhancing 
coherence in the far field was significant. (13)) The theoreticni results were verified ex- 
perimentally. 

Masks used for coded-aperture X-ray imaging were developed essentially to enhance 
the energy throughput of the ex i s t~ng  pinhole cameras. These masks did produce a gain 
in light throughput. but the image resolution obtained was poorer in comparison :o that 
from the pinhole camera. The imaging impulse response given by the autocorrelation of 



the mark is not an idcal Sfunction hut has f i n ~ t e  width and shape. This impulse re- 
spolise funct~on Imposes spa t~a l  frequency atlenuation and cut-off 011 the object being 
~magcd. Anaiogously whcii the% masks were used to enhance spatial coherence of light 
on propagation we believe that we must have lost something on another score. The prcs- 
ent work IS  a theoretical ~nvest igat~on a m e d  at ascertaining the effect of the codc on the 
spectrum ot light in the far tieid. 

l i  was f ~ r s t  \Flown by Wo!Ti" that, in gene~a l ,  the normalized spectrum of light does 
inor remain r~nchniiged on propagation. Unless the correlation acrosb the source is ~ c t i  
t hd  h e  degl-ee of spectral coherence depends on the light frequency only thl-ough i((p2- 

p , )  (where k = olr. p, and pl are positlon vectors of two representative points at the 
source plane, o is the angular frequency of llglit and r .  ~ t s  veloc~ty) the spectrum of light 
in the far field will he different from the source spcctrum. Sources with dcgree of spcc- 
tral coherence wh~ch  arc functionals of k(p2-pI) are said to  satisfy a ccrtain scu/iii,q Iuw. 
Thesc results wele also cxperimcntally vcriticd by Morris and ~ak l i s ' .  

Recently it was also shown by  ole^" and Kandpal cr oi "hat an aperture placcd on 
a soul-ce that obeys the scaling law can make it to v~olnte [he scal~rig law. The light in 
the far Field from the apertwe I S  found to have a yec t rum shifted from (he origmil 
source spectrum. The amount of spectral \hiti is 5hown to be proportional lo oil where u 
is the linzar dimension or the aperture and I, the correlation length of source. (For a re- 
cent review of methods of introducing spectral shift see Kandpal r~ o /  "). The lJRA is 
also an aperture which renders the input source violaling the scaling law and the light 
ft-om it on propagation will have a specltum that is diRerenl Srom the input +pectrum. 

In t h ~ s  paper we make use of the results of ~ o l e y '  to rnvestigatc thc spcct~-al moditi- 
cations introduced by the URA. Since the URA is made up of a collection of subaper- 
tures. the far-field spectrum, as we shall see, is both ahifted and broadened with respect 
to the or~ginal source spectrum. The amount of broadening and shift depends also on the 
source correlation length. Wc show here that the enhancement of spatial coherence In 
the far field introduced by the URA is accompanied hy  a broadening and s h ~ f t  In the far- 
field spectrum compared to source spectrum. 

In Section 2, a theoretical expressin11 ibr the far-field spectrum of all aperture is ar- 
rived at. It is shown that this spectrum is different from the original source spectrum and 
is dependent on: (i) the correlation of the source, and (ii) the observation position in the 

,.. output plane. Using this cxprcssm the far-t~eld spectrum is cvaiuated I" Sccuon 3 for 
' * &  

, 
an UKA illuminated by a part~al ly coherent source with Gaussian spectral r~~tcnsi ty.  The 
central wavelength was chosen to be 541.8 nm and the full width as half maximum 
(FWHM) of the spectral profile was kept at 9 nm. The source correlation length is var~ed 
from 100 to 600 pm and the corresponding specrral shitt and lncrcase of spectral band- 
width are calculated. In Section 4, we give our concluding remarks. 

2. Far-Sield spectrum of the aperture 

The optical system shown in Pig. I has an input source code (SC) illuminated by a Caush 
correlated source with complex degree of spatial coherence 
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Fa. l The optical ry\tenl X': w o i c c  ~ o d c .  L FIG ?.The uon~puicd autocoxclat~on ul ihc URA 
Fourlcr transforming ieoa, and 0: ubservrtion plane. aioag the horlmntal cross seciton (eye 51. 

Here I is the correlation length of the source. If we assume that S,(w) is the source spec- 
trum of light illuminating the source code then the cross-spectral density W of the light 
at .XI and in the source code is given by 

If the aperture amplitude transmittance is t(.r) then under paraxial approximation the 
spectrum of light at the back-focal plane of the lens L is given by the formula7 

Here i; is the modulus of the propagation vector of light,f, the focal length of the lens L, 
and p, the position vector of a typical point at the back-focal plane. The source spectrum 

Sl(w) after multiplication by the result of the double integral gives the spectrum of light 
in the output plane. We can simplify the integral in eqii 3 by the foliowing substitution: 
s = .y2 - ,y, and X = q. 

The integral then becomes 

The integral with respect to X gives the autocorrelation of the mask, i .e.,  

So the modiiication is effected through the Fourier transfcrrnation of the autocorrelation 
of the mask multiplied by the complex degree oi  spatial coherence of the source. 
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The autocorrelation of the mask is shown in Fig. 2. Apart from the central peak and 
the side peaks there is a train of pseudo-random subpeaks of average height that is ap- 
proximately 10% of the central peak. It is these pseudo-random subpeaks (which will be 
absent in the case of a pinhole) that prevent the URA from attaining the resolution that 
the pinhole is capable of. We observed that the central peak of the autocorrelation of the 
URA is about 30 pm in an autocorrelation of 4 mm width. 

In eqn 3 which evaluates the far-field field spectrum from the URA, the autocorrela- 
tion of the URA is multiplied by p = e~p[-(x)~/21~] before Fourier transformation. As I ,  
the source correlation, is increased from 100 pm, thc contribution from the pseudo- 
random peaks of the autocorrelation in the evaluation of eqn 3 steadily increases. This 
contribution to the factor multiplying and modifying the source spectrum also contrib- 
utes to the shift and broadening of the source spectrum proyided 1 is in a suitable range 

that makes the input source partially coherent. The term [$) present in eqn 3 also 
. . 

contributes to the spectral shift towards blue. The role played by 1 in determining the 
amount of spectral shift and broadening in the far field can be verified by the numerical 
evaluation of eqn 3. This we do in the next section. 

3. Numerical experiments 

Equation 3 is numerically evaluated to get the spectrum of light, S(p,f, w), at the output 
plane of Fig. 1. The autocorrelation of the URA is approximated to a nearly circular 
symmetric central peak surrounded by an array of pseudo-random subpeaks. In evaluat- 
ing eqn 3 we have considered only a 1-d cross section of the autocorrelation. The aper- 
ture in the input is the decoding URA of Canon and Fenimore2, a distribution of pixels 
of +1 and -1 amplitude transmittance. The URA used has a mosaic of the basic pattern 
which has 73 x 71 subcells. The mosaic pattern we had used has 146 x 142 subcells and 
has an overall dimension of 2 x 2 mm. As stated earlier, the input source spectrum was 
assumed to be Gaussian with a peak at 541.8 nm and FWKM = 9 nm and complex de- 
gree of spatial coherence p = exp[-(~~-x~)~/21~].  The focal length of the lens L (Fig. 1) is 
380 mm. The correlation length 1 is varied from 100 pm ((low spatial coherence) to 
600 pm (beyond which the illumination is assumed to be coherent) since the basic sub- 
cell of the URA used is 15 x 15 pm. The source spectrum is evaluated at the output 
plane at p = 0 (on axis) and at off-axis points up to p = 5 mm. Our first observation is 
that when we suppressed the pseudo-random peaks and considered only the central peak 
of the autocorrelation, the far-field spectrum was unchanged compared to the source 
spectrum except for constant spectral shift ( ~ 0 . 1  nm) throughout the output plane. 
Hence without pseudo-random peaks the URPa should behave exactly like a pinhole. The 
inability to produce wider masks which on the one hand have sharp autocorrelation 
peaks similar to the pinhole and on the other are without the pseudo-random peaks re- 
sults in the observed spectral changes in the far field. The amount of shift and broaden- 
ing are reported below. 

The spectral shift in the far field is summarized in Table I and the broadening in 
Table 11. From Table I we see that at the on-axis point (p = 0) the shift is very little and 
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Table I Table I1 
Spectral shift at the output plane Spectral broadenine at the output plane . . 

Source Spectral shlfl (nm) at d~iferent p !mm! values Source Increase in spectral bandwdrh 
corrci- correl- (nml  at diiferenr p(mrn) id- 
aiion a r m  ues 

0 1 2 3 4 5 / (pml  ? 4 5 

600 0.05 0.22 0.55 0.71 0 35 0 iS(r)  600 0.31 0.-0 0.83 

100 0.05 0 06 0.06 0 0 7  0.06 0 08 

i: spccuum shlfted touards red. 

does not vary uith i .  At the off-axis points (starting w;th p =  i mm till p = 5 mm, be- 
yond which we did not compute) the amount of shift showed a tendency to increase with 
!. All the shifts were to*ards blue except at the 5 mm point. At p = 5 mm the shift was 
towards blue for 1 = 100 to 400 um and then for i = 500 pm and 600 pm it was to\\ards 
red. Also it is to be noted that for values of i up to and below 300 ,um the shifts are quite 
small (= 0.1 nm). 

The blue shift at the axis is due to l/lL'J? muliiplier in eqn 3. As one moves away 
from the axis, blue shift is due both to l/h2f' and the.contribution from integration. The 
integration is a Fourier transform of the freighted autocorrelation of the mask. When the 
source correlation is relatively small !he contribu!ion from pseudo-random peaks will be 
negligible and the result of integration in eqn 3 is a decreasing function in the variable 
p!i$ This function contributes to the blue shift. \\'hen i is reasonably large, at large p 
values, this function undergoes slope reversals. In this range of p, when the function on 
the right-hand side of eqn 3 undergoes its first slope reversal, the output spectral shift is 
towards red. 

Table I1 gives rhe increase in FWHM of the far field in comparison to the source 
spectrum. Since the increase was noticed to be very small at and around the on-axis 
point the table gives the spectral broadening from p = 3 to 5 mm. For i below 400 pm 
the broadening was negligibly small. For these values of 1. multiplication by exp[- 
(a)'!2/'] suppresses the contributions from the source spectrum. For 1 =  400 to 600 pm 
there was significant spectral broadening which steadily increased as :re moved away 
from the axis (Table 11). 

The maximum broadening was about 0.83 nm at  p = 5 mm at  source correlation of 
! = 600 pm and is s!lown in Fig. 3 as a typicai example of shifted and broadened spec- 
trum along with the original source spectrum. 

4. Conclusions 

The major observations of Boopathi et 0 1 .  were that (i) as the source correlntion : wa, 
increased from 100 to 600 um, IyjAr)!. :he normalized mu!ual ccherence functiont a i s  
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FI(;. 3. A typzcal shtfkd and broadened spectrum ". lila~hed llne) at nn or-ax15 polnt ( p =  5 mm) of the 
535 540 5 ~ 5  550 output plane compared to [he source 3pectrum (con- 

Wawlmgth lnml l~nous line). Source correlation length I = 600 gm. 

increased, and (ii) the increase in l y  (Ar)I was more significant away from the axis (i.e., 
Ar 2 1 mm). We see from results here that these improvements in l y  (A?-)] are accornpa- 
nied by shift and broadening of the output spectral profile. The broadening in spectral 
bandwidth at any off-axis point increased with I .  Also the spectral bandwidth for a con- 
stant value of 1 increased as we moved away from the axis beyond, say, p = 3 mm. The 
spectral shifts too increased with 1 at any off-axis point, and it showed a similar increase 
for any 1 as we moved away from the axis. The shifts were always towards blue except 
for 1 = 500 and 600 ,urn when the spectrum p = 5 mm shlfted towards red. Even though 
at any off-axis point for 1 going from 400 to 600 ym the increase in ly (Ar)I is accompa- 
nied by an increase in spectral bandwidth, these changes did not follow any set pattern 
to arrive at a reciprocity relation between increase in l y  (Ar)I and decrease in temporal 
coherence as a consequence of spectral broadening. 
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